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Description

BACKGROUND

Technical Field

[0001] Embodiments of the present disclosure relate
to a heads-up display and a vehicle device.

Related Art

[0002] In vehicle-mounted HUDs, augmented Reality
(AR) technology has been known that superimposes nav-
igation information (the residual distance to a next inter-
section to make a turn or the direction to the next inter-
section) on a road surface to allow for an intuitive under-
standing of the navigation information.
[0003] For example, the HUD described in
JP2016-45705-A projects an image of a first marker that
represents a "good condition" onto a front windshield of
a vehicle when the HUD determines that the vehicle or
the surrounding of the vehicle are in good condition. Such
an HUD can provide a feeling of safety for a passenger
and prevent distracting the passenger’s attention from
the driving operation when the passenger puts control of
the driving operation into the vehicle with driving assist-
ance. The first marker has a display color that allows for
an intuitive understanding of the "good condition" and a
shape with a smooth surface that also allows for the in-
tuitive understanding of the "good condition". The shape
of the first marker, as represented as shape A, maintains
the smooth surface with gentle changes in shape over
time.
[0004] On the other hand, a device is known that gen-
erates direction information that indicates a traveling di-
rection to be followed by a vehicle on a road surface
ahead of the vehicle, and further displays some of the
generated direction information as a virtual image within
a predetermined display area (see, for example, JP-
2016-45705-A).
[0005] However, such a device fails to reliably display
at least some of direction information within the display
area, particularly when the direction information includes
direction-change information.
[0006] For example, the HUD for the AR display de-
scribed in JP2016-45705-A has difficulties in displaying
information (particularly, the curve information) on a road
surface that is close to the vehicle or positioned toward
the right or left of the front of the vehicle, due to a limited
area (angle of view) of the HUD to display the information.
[0007] DE 10 2014 014833 A1 discloses a method for
displaying environment information in a vehicle including
a first display mode and a second display mode wherein
the display mode is switched when an object in the en-
vironment leaves the area of a display or is obscured by
another object.

SUMMARY

[0008] According to the present invention there is pro-
vided a head up display and a vehicle device as specified
in the claims.
[0009] According to the embodiments of the present
disclosure, at least some of direction-change information
can be reliably displayed within the display area.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] The aforementioned and other aspects, fea-
tures, and advantages of the present disclosure will be
better understood by reference to the following detailed
description when considered in connection with the ac-
companying drawings, wherein:

FIG. 1 is an illustration of a schematic configuration
of a heads-up display (HUD) according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a hardware configuration
of a control system of the HUD;
FIG. 3 is a functional block diagram of the HUD ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 4 is an illustration of a light-source device of the
HUD according to an embodiment of the present dis-
closure;
FIG. 5 is an illustration of a light deflector of the HUD
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 6 is an illustration of the corresponding relation
between a mirror of the light deflector and the scan-
ning range;
FIG. 7 is an illustration of an example of a trajectory
of a scanning line when two-dimensional scanning
is performed, according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIGs. 8A and 8B describe a difference in operation
with changes in a laser-beam diameter and a lens
diameter in a microlens array;
FIG. 9 is an illustration of an example in which some
of direction information (straight-ahead information)
generated to be superimposed on a road surface
ahead of a vehicle is displayed within a display area
as a virtual image;
FIG. 10 is an illustration of another example in which
some of direction information (curve information)
generated to be superimposed on a road surface
ahead of a vehicle is displayed within the display
area as a virtual image;
FIG. 11 is an illustration of still another example in
which curve information included in direction infor-
mation generated to be superimposed on a road sur-
face ahead of a vehicle is displayed outside the dis-
play area;
FIG. 12 is a diagram for describing an information
display method according to an example;
FIG. 13 is a diagram for describing an information
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display method according to another example;
FIG. 14A is an illustration of the relation between the
display area and curve information before and after
shifting immediately before a vehicle completes turn-
ing to the left;
FIG. 14B is an illustration of the relation between the
display area and curve information before and after
shifting immediately after the vehicle starts turning
to the left;
FIG. 14C is an illustration of the relation between the
display area and curve information before and after
shifting immediately before the vehicle starts turning
to the left;
FIG. 15 is a block diagram of a configuration example
of an image data generator;
FIG. 16 is a flowchart of an image display process;
FIG. 17 is a block diagram of another configuration
example of the image data generator;
FIG. 18A is an illustration of an example in which
there is a downward slope in a road surface;
FIG. 18B is an illustration of another example in
which there is a downward slope in a road surface;
FIG. 19A is an illustration of a case in which there is
a downward slope in a road surface according to an
example;
FIG. 19B is an illustration of a case in which there is
a downward slope in a road surface according to a
comparative example;
FIG. 20A is an illustration of an example in which
there is a in an upward slope in a road surface;
FIG. 20B is an illustration of another example in
which there is an upward slope in a road surface;
FIG. 21A is an illustration of a case in which there is
an upward slope in a road surface according to an
example; and
FIG. 21B is an illustration of a case in which there is
an upward slope in a road surface according to a
comparative example.

[0011] The accompanying drawings are intended to
depict embodiments of the present disclosure and should
not be interpreted to limit the scope thereof. The accom-
panying drawings are not to be considered as drawn to
scale unless explicitly noted.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0012] A description is given of a heads-up display
(HUD) 100 as an image display apparatus according to
an embodiment of the present disclosure, referring to the
Figures. Note that, in this specification, the term "HUD"
stands for a heads-up display.
[0013] FIG. 1 is an illustration of a schematic configu-
ration of the HUD 100 according to the present embod-
iment.

Schematic Configuration of HUD

[0014] As an HUD projection method, there is a panel
system and a laser scanning system. In the panel system,
an imaging device, such as a liquid crystal display (LCD),
a digital micro-mirror device (DMD) panel (digital mirror
device panel), or a vacuum fluorescent display (VFD) is
used to form an intermediate image. In the laser scanning
method, a two-dimensional scanning device scans an
object with a laser beam emitted from a laser beam
source to form an intermediate image. In particular, in
the latter laser scan type, unlike the panel type where
the image is formed by partial light blocking over the en-
tire screen emission, since emission can be controlled
on a pixel-by-pixel basis, in general, a high-contrast im-
age can be formed.
[0015] In view of the above, the HUD 100 according to
the present embodiment adopts the laser scanning sys-
tem, although of course the above-described panel sys-
tem can also be used.
[0016] The HUD 100 is mounted, for example, on a
mobile object such as a vehicle, and makes navigation
information used for operating the vehicle (for example,
speed of the vehicle, course information, distance to a
destination, name of current place, the presence and po-
sition of an object ahead of the vehicle, signs, such as
speed limit, and traffic congestion information) visible
through a front windshield 50 (see FIG. 1) of the vehicle.
In such a case, the front windshield 50 also serves as a
transmission and reflection member that transmits a por-
tion of the incident light and reflects at least some of the
remaining incident light. In the following description, cas-
es in which the HUD 100 is mounted on a vehicle having
the front windshield 50 are described.
[0017] As illustrated in FIG. 1, the HUD 100 includes
an optical scanning device 10, a screen 30, and a con-
cave mirror 40. The optical scanning device 10 includes
a light-source device 11, a light deflector 15, and a scan-
ning mirror 20. The HUD 100 emits light (image light) for
forming an image on the front windshield 50, to allow a
viewer A (in the present embodiment, a driver of a vehi-
cle) to visually identify a virtual image I at eye-level. In
other words, the viewer A can visually identify, through
the front windshield 50, an image (intermediate image)
as the virtual image formed (drawn) on the screen 30 by
the optical scanning device 10.
[0018] The HUD 100 is disposed under the dashboard
of the vehicle, as an example. The distance from the lo-
cation of the eye of the viewer A to the front windshield
50 ranges from several tens of centimeters (cm) to ap-
proximately 1 meter (m).
[0019] In the present embodiment, the concave mirror
40 is designed by using commercially available optical-
designed simulation software such that the concave mir-
ror 40 obtains a predetermined level of light-gathering
power to achieve a desired image-forming position of the
virtual image I.
[0020] In the HUD 100, the light-gathering power of the
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concave mirror 40 is designed such that the virtual image
I is displayed at a position (depth) 1 m or more and 10
m or less (preferably 6 m or less) away from the eye of
the viewer A.
[0021] The front windshield 50 typically has a slightly
curved surface, and is not a flat plane. The curved sur-
faces of the concave mirror 40 and the front windshield
50 determine the image-forming position of the virtual
image I.
[0022] The light-source device 11 combines laser
beams of three colors R (red), G (green), and B (blue)
modulated according to image data. The combined light,
in which the three-color laser beams are combined, is
guided to the reflection plane of the light deflector 15.
The light deflector 15 as a deflector is a two-axis micro-
electromechanical system (MEMS) scanner produced by
a semiconductor manufacturing process. The light de-
flector 15 includes a single micro-mirror that is independ-
ently rotatable about two perpendicular axes. The light-
source device 11 and the light deflector 15 are described
later in detail.
[0023] The light (the above-described combined light)
according to image data output from the light-source de-
vice 11 is deflected by the light deflector 15 and reflected
by the scanning mirror 20. Thus, the light is directed to
the screen 30. Then, the screen 30 is optically scanned
to form an intermediate image thereon. The light deflector
15 and the scanning mirror 20 constitute an optical scan-
ning system. Note that, preferably, the concave mirror
40 is designed and disposed to correct the optical defor-
mation in which the horizon of the intermediate image is
distorted convexly upward or downward due to the shape
of the front windshield 50.
[0024] The light having passed through the screen 30
is reflected by the concave mirror 40 toward the front
windshield 50. Some of light rays that enter the front wind-
shield 50 permeate the front windshield 50, and at least
some of the remaining light rays are reflected by the front
windshield 50 toward the viewpoint position of a viewer
A. As a result, the viewer A can visually identify, through
the front windshield 50, a virtual image I that is an en-
larged intermediate image. That is, the viewer A can see
an enlarged virtual image I through the front windshield
50.
[0025] In some embodiments, a combiner as the trans-
mission and reflection member may be disposed closer
to the viewpoint position of the viewer A than the front
windshield 50 to receive light from the concave mirror
40, which allows displaying a virtual image in the same
manner as in the configuration with only the front wind-
shield 50 disposed.

Hardware Configuration of Control System of the HUD

[0026] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a hardware config-
uration of a control system 6000 the HUD 100. As illus-
trated in FIG. 2, the control system 6000 of the HUD 100
includes a field programmable gate array (FPGA) 600, a

central processing unit (CPU) 602, a read-only memory
(ROM) 604, a random access memory (RAM) 606, an
interface (IF) 608, a bus line 610, a laser diode (LD) driver
6111, and a micro-electromechanical system (MEMS)
controller 615.
[0027] The FPGA 600 causes the LD driver 6111 to
drive an LD described below, and causes the MEMS con-
troller 615 to controls the light deflector 15 according to
image data. The CPU 602 controls each operation of the
HUD 100. The ROM 604 stores an image processing
program that is executed by the CPU 602 to control each
operation of the HUD 100. The RAM 606 is used as a
working area in which the CPU 602 executes the pro-
gram. The IF 608 is an interface to communicate with an
external controller such as a controller area network
(CAN) of a vehicle.

Functional Blocks of the HUD

[0028] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the HUD 100. As
illustrated in FIG. 3, the HUD 100 includes a vehicle data
input unit 800, an external data input unit 802, an image
data generator 804, and an imaging unit 806. The vehicle
data input unit 800 receives vehicle-related data, such
as the speed of the vehicle, the distance to a target, and
the exterior brightness, from the CAN. The external data
input unit 802 receives external data, such as navigation
information from the global positioning system (GPS)
mounted on a vehicle, from the external network. The
image data generator 804 generates image data of an
image to be drawn according to the data input from the
vehicle data input unit 800 and the external data input
unit 802, and sends the generated image data to an im-
aging unit 806. The imaging unit 806 includes a controller
8060 to draw an image according to the image data re-
ceived. The image data generator 804 and the controller
8060 are implemented by the FPGA 600. The imaging
unit 806 is implemented by the FPGA 600, the LD driver
6111, the MEMS controller 615, the optical scanning de-
vice 10, the screen 30, and the concave mirror 40.

Configuration of Light-Source Device

[0029] FIG. 4 is an illustration of a configuration of the
light-source device 11. As illustrated in FIG. 4, the light-
source device 11 includes a plurality of light-emitting el-
ements 111R, 111B, and 111G each having a single or
a plurality of (for example, three light-emitting points in
the present embodiment) light-emitting points. Each of
the light-emitting elements 111R, 111B, and 111G is la-
ser diode (LD). The light-emitting elements 111R, 111B,
and 111G emit light beams having different wavelengths
λR, λG, and λB, respectively. For example, the wave-
length λR is 640 nanometer (nm), the wavelength λG is
530 nm, and λB is 445 nm. Laser beams λR, λG, and λB
emitted from the light-emitting elements (LD) 111R,
111G, and 111B pass through the respective coupling
lenses 112R, 112G, and 112B to be coupled to a subse-
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quent optical system. The coupled laser beams are
shaped by aperture members 113R, 113G, and 113B
corresponding to the respective laser beams. The aper-
ture members 113R, 113G, and 113B may have any
shape, such as a circle, an ellipse, a rectangle, or a
square, according to the divergence angle of the laser
beam. The laser beams shaped by the corresponding
aperture members 113R, 113G, and 113B pass through
a combining element 115 to be combined into one laser
beam that travels along one optical path. The combining
element 115 is a plate or prismatic dichroic mirror to re-
flect or transmit each of the laser beams therethrough
according to the wavelength of each of the laser beams
and thus combine the laser beams into one laser beam
that travels along one optical path. The combined laser
beam passes through a lens 119 to be guided to the
reflection plane of the light deflector 15. The lens 119 is
a meniscus lens having a concave surface facing the
light deflector 15.

Configuration of Light Deflector

[0030] FIG. 5 is an illustration of a configuration of the
light deflector 15. As illustrated in FIG. 5, the light deflec-
tor 15, which is a two-axis MEMS scanner produced by
a semiconductor manufacturing process, includes a mir-
ror 150 having a reflection plane and a plurality of bars
arranged in an α-axis direction. The light deflector 15
further includes a pair of serpentine units 152 in which
two adjacent beams are connected to form a meander.
The two adjacent beams of each serpentine unit 152 are
a first beam 152a and a second beam 152b. The first
beam 152a and the second beam 152b are supported
by a frame member 154. Each of the first beam 152a and
the second beam 152b is provided with a plurality of pi-
ezoelectric materials 156 (for example, PZT (lead zirco-
nate titanate)). Different voltages are applied to the pie-
zoelectric member of the two adjacent beams in each
serpentine unit 152. Accordingly, the two adjacent beams
152a and 152b bend in different directions. As elastic
energy is accumulated in the bent portion, the mirror 150
rotates about the α axis (in the vertical direction) with a
wide angle. Due to such a configuration, optical scanning
where the vertical axis is the center of the α axis can be
performed in the vertical direction with lower voltage. On
the other hand, around the β axis in the horizontal direc-
tion, the optical scanning with resonance is performed
using, for example, a torsion bar that is connected to the
mirror 150.
[0031] Although the HUD 100 momentarily projects a
dot image corresponding to a laser beam diameter, an
afterimage within one frame image sufficiently remains
in the human eye due to very-high-speed scanning. Such
an afterimage phenomenon allows a driver to perceive
the afterimage as an image projected onto an "image
display area" as a display area. In actuality, the image
having been displayed on the screen 30 is reflected by
the concave mirror 40 and the front windshield 50 and

the image is perceived as a virtual image by a driver in
the image display area. In such a mechanism, the light
emission of the LD may be stopped when no image is
displayed. In other words, the brightness can be substan-
tially set to 0 for any place other than the place in which
a virtual image is displayed in the image display area.
[0032] More specifically, the image-forming position of
a virtual image formed by the HUD 100 is any position
within the image display area in which the virtual image
can be formed. Such an image display area is determined
according to the design specifications for the HUD.
[0033] As described above, the laser scanning system
is adopted in the present embodiment. This allows
switching off the LD or reducing the amount of light of
the LD for portions not to be displayed (hidden).
[0034] In the panel system, in which an intermediate
image is expressed by the imaging device, such as a
liquid crystal display (LCD) and a digital micro-mirror de-
vice (DMD), completely hiding the images is difficult even
in a black display mode due to the properties of the LCD
and the DMD in which the entire panel is illuminated. This
causes misadjusted black level. However, the laser scan-
ning system can prevent such a misadjusted black level
(black floating).
[0035] Note that, the FPGA 600 controls the light-emis-
sion intensity, timing of light emission, and received-light
waveform of each of the light-emitting elements 111R,
111B, and 111G in the light-source device 11. The LD
driver 6111 drives each of the light-emitting elements
111R, 111B, and 111G to emit light. As illustrated in FIG.
6, the light beam, which has been emitted from each of
the light-emitting elements 111R, 111B, and 111G and
combined into to travel along one optical path, two-di-
mensionally deflected by the light deflector 15 around
the α axis and the β axis. The deflected light beam is
reflected by the scanning mirror 20 (see FIG. 1), and the
reflected light beam as scanning light scans the screen
30. That is, the scanning light two-dimensionally scans
the screen 30.
[0036] The scanning light scans (two-way scans) a
scanning range of the screen 30 in a vibrating manner
along the main scanning direction at a high frequency of
approximately from 20,000 to 40,000 hertz (Hz), and one-
way scans the scanning range in the sub-scanning di-
rection at a low frequency of approximately a few tens of
Hz. That is, the optical scanning system performs a raster
scan. In so doing, controlling light emission of each light-
emitting element (111B, 111R, and 111G) according to
a scanning position (the position of the scanning light)
allows writing an image and displaying a virtual image
for each pixel.
[0037] The length of time to write an image in one
frame, that is, the length of time for the scanning light to
scan one frame (one cycle of two-dimensional scanning),
is a few tens of millisecond (msec), determined by the
above-described frequency of a few tens of Hz for the
sub-scanning direction (sub-scanning frequency). For
example, with a frequency of 20,000 Hz for the main-
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scanning direction (main-scanning frequency) and a sub-
scanning frequency of 50 Hz, scanning for one frame
takes 20 msec.
[0038] As illustrated in FIG. 7, the screen 30 includes
an image area 30a (effective scanning area) in which
images are written (illuminated with modulated light ac-
cording to image data). The screen 30 further includes a
marginal area 30b that surrounds the image area.
[0039] In the present embodiment, the entire area to
be scanned by the light deflector 15 is referred to as a
"scanning range". In the present embodiment, the scan-
ning range is the combination of the image area 30a and
a part of the marginal area 30b (portion around the pe-
riphery of the image area 30a). In FIG. 7, the trajectory
of the scanning line in the scanning range is indicated by
a zigzag line. The number of scanning lines shown in
FIG. 7 is less than the actual number for the sake of
simplification.
[0040] The image area 30a of the screen 30 includes
a transmissive element, such as a microlens array, that
is capable of diffusing light. In the present embodiment,
the image area 30a is rectangular and planar as illustrat-
ed in FIG. 7. However, no limitation is intended thereby.
In some embodiments, the image area 30a may be pol-
ygon or curved. Alternatively, in some embodiments, the
screen 30 may be a flat plate or curved plate that is in-
capable of diffusing light. Further, in some embodiments,
the image area 30a may be a reflective element, such
as a micromirror array, that is capable of diffusing light
according to the design of the HUD 100.
[0041] The following describes diffusion and coherent
noise that occurs in a microlens array used in the image
area 30a of the screen 30 referring to FIGs. 8A and 8B.
[0042] FIG. 8A illustrates a microlens array 852. The
microlens array 852 has a micro-convex lens structure
in which micro-convex lenses 851 are arranged. A laser-
beam diameter 857 of a pixel displaying beam 853 is
smaller than a size 856 of each micro-convex lens 851.
In other words, the size 856 of each micro-convex lens
851 is larger than the laser-beam diameter 857. Note
that, the pixel displaying beam 853 according to the
present embodiment is a laser beam and has a light in-
tensity distribution of a Gaussian distribution around the
center of the laser beam. Accordingly, the laser-beam
diameter 857 is a distance in the radial direction of a laser
beam where the light intensity in the light intensity distri-
bution decreases to "1 / e2".
[0043] In FIG. 8A, the laser-beam diameter 857 is
drawn to have a size equal to the size 856 of each micro-
convex lens 851. However, in some embodiments, the
laser-beam diameter 857 may not be equal to the size
856 of the micro-convex lens 851. The light-beam diam-
eter 857 is satisfactory as long as its size does not exceed
the size 856 of each micro-convex lens 851.
[0044] In FIG. 8A, the entire pixel displaying beam 853
is incident on one micro-convex lens 851 and is converted
to a diffused laser beam 854 having a divergence angle
855. Note that the "divergence angle" may be referred

to as a "diffusion angle" in some cases.
[0045] In FIG. 8A, one laser beam is diffused (the dif-
fused laser beam 854) without any interfering laser beam,
and thus no coherent noise occurs. Note that the size of
the divergence angle 855 may be set by adjusting the
shape of the micro-convex lens 851 as appropriate.
[0046] In FIG. 8B, the laser-beam diameter of the pixel
displaying beam 811 is twice the array pitch 812 of the
micro-convex lenses, and the pixel displaying beam 811
enters both micro-convex lenses 813 and 814. In this
case, the pixel displaying beam 811 passes through the
two micro-convex lenses 813 and 814, thereby separat-
ing into two laser beams 815 and 816 each of which di-
verges. The two laser beams 815 and 816 overlap each
other in an area 817 to interfere with each other therein,
so that coherent noise occurs.
[0047] Referring to FIG. 7, a synchronous detection
system 60 including light-receiving elements is disposed
outside (the part of the marginal area 30b) the image
area 30a in the scanning range. In the present embodi-
ment, the synchronous detection system 60 is disposed
on the +Y side of the corner of -X side and +Y side of the
image area 30a. Hereinafter, the main-scanning direction
of the screen 30 is referred to as the X direction, and the
sub-scanning direction of the screen 30 is referred to as
the Y direction.
[0048] The synchronous detection system 60 detects
the operation of the light deflector 15 and outputs, to the
FPGA 600, a synchronization signal to determine the tim-
ing of starting scanning and the timing of terminating
scanning.

Display of Direction Information

[0049] In the HUD 100, the image data generator 804
generates, based on navigation information output from
the external data input unit 802, data (hereinafter, re-
ferred to as "direction information") that indicates a
traveling direction to be followed by a vehicle (the
traveling direction in which the vehicle is to move on)
such that the direction information is superimposed on a
road surface in the road ahead of the vehicle that is to
run through the road surface. The direction information
is displayed to be superimposed on the road surface
ahead of the vehicle, which allows a driver of the vehicle
to recognize the direction to be taken in real time without
having to look away from the sight in front.
[0050] The imaging unit 806 draws and displays some
of the direction information generated by the image data
generator 804 within the image display area, using a dis-
play device that includes the optical scanning device 10,
the screen 30, and the concave mirror 40. That is, the
HUD 100 displays some information, which falls within a
predetermined angle, of view of the entire direction infor-
mation generated by the image data generator 804. Dis-
playing some information as a recognizable image within
the image display area to be superimposed on the road
ahead of the vehicle allows the driver to recognize the
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direction to be followed without having to look away from
the road ahead of the vehicle. This configuration can pre-
vent a reduction in driver safety due to inattentive driving,
and can reliably lead the driver in an appropriate traveling
direction.
[0051] For example, FIG. 9 illustrates a sequence of a
plurality of marks (circles depicted by a solid line and a
broken line) in a straight line that represents the direction
information to instruct the driver to go straight ahead. In
this case, the image data generator 804 draws and dis-
plays only some marks (six circles represented by solid
lines in FIG. 9) of the plurality of marks in line within the
display area in the road ahead of the vehicle. Note that
at least two marks in the same line constitute the straight-
ahead information.
[0052] In this configuration, the plurality of marks in line
are displayed within the image display area, which pro-
vides information instructing the driver to go straight
ahead. Thus, the information displayed within the display
area allows the driver to recognize the traveling direction
to be followed ("go straight ahead" in the case of FIG. 9)
without having to look away from the road ahead of the
vehicle. Note that the plurality of circles (marks) that con-
stitute the direction information are displayed in decreas-
ing size in a direction from the near side toward the far
side of the driver to express depth dimension (thus pro-
viding a sense of perspective).
[0053] For another example, FIG. 10 illustrates the di-
rection information that includes curve information to in-
struct the driver to make a left. The curve information
includes a first mark line and a second mark line. The
first mark line includes a sequence of a plurality of marks
(three circles indicated by solid lines and three different
circles indicated by broken lines in FIG. 10) in a straight
line. The second mark line includes a sequence of a plu-
rality of marks (four circles indicated by solid lines and
four different circles indicated by broken lines in FIG. 10)
in a straight line. The second mark line extends to be
perpendicular to (form an angle of 90 degrees relative
to) the first mark line, thereby forming a line bent to the
left with an angle of 90 degrees. At least three marks,
which are not in the same line, may constitute the "curve
information".
[0054] In other words, the direction information illus-
trated in FIG. 10 includes the curve information in an L
shape made of a plurality of marks (seven circles indi-
cated by solid lines in FIG. 10). The curve information
can be displayed within the display area as long as the
road surface, on which the display area is superimposed,
is away from the vehicle to some extent. This configura-
tion displays information within the display area to instruct
the driver to turn to the left at the next intersection. The
information displayed within the display area allows the
driver to recognize the traveling direction to be followed
("turn to the left" in the case of FIG. 10) without having
to look away from the road ahead of the vehicle.
[0055] However, as illustrated in FIG. 11 for another
example, curve information is not displayed within the

display area, but is displayed outside the display area
when a vehicle approaches the road surface, on which
an L-shaped curve information (seven circles indicated
by broken lines) is superimposed, or when the curve in-
formation is displayed on the right or left side of the road
ahead of the vehicle. In such a situation, the driver looks
away from the road ahead of the vehicle to watch, for
example, the screen of a car navigation system, or pays
attention to the voice navigation, to check the traveling
direction to be followed. This might result in failure to
secure safety of the driver or lead the driver in an appro-
priate direction.
[0056] In the present embodiment, as illustrated in
FIGs. 12 and 13, the image data generator 804 deter-
mines whether the curve information falls within the dis-
play area when the direction information includes the
curve information. When determining that the curve in-
formation fails to fall within the display area, the image
data generator 804 shifts the curve information into the
display area. FIG. 12 is a front view from a driver’s seat
of a vehicle, and FIG. 13 is a side view from a driver’s
seat of a vehicle.
[0057] More specifically, the image data generator 804
sequentially shifts the plurality of marks (for example,
seven circles) that constitute the curve information su-
perimposed on the road surface, upward. As illustrated
in FIG. 12, the image data generator 804 sequentially
shifts M1 to M1s, M2 to M2s, M3 to M3s, M4 to M4s, M5
to M5s, M6 to M6s, and M7 to M7s where M1 through
M7 represent marks arranged in a direction from the far
side to the near side of the driver before shifted by the
image data generator 804, and M1s through M7s repre-
sent marks shifted by the image data generator 804.
[0058] In this case, the image data generator 804 dy-
namically changes the amount of shift between a mark
and a corresponding road surface on which the mark is
superimposed. That is, the image data generator 804
gradually increases the amount of shift in a direction from
the far side toward the near side of the driver. Accord-
ingly, the image data generator 804 allows the driver to
intuitively understand the relation of a mark and a road
surface on which the mark is superimposed. Thus, the
image data generator 804 can reliably alert the driver to
the appropriate traveling direction.
[0059] This configuration can facilitate an understand-
ing of the relations of marks before and after shifting, and
does not cause a feeling of strangeness as compared to
the case in which shifting is not performed.
[0060] In this configuration, the shape (circle) of the
marks before shifted is different from the shape (a gull-
wing shape) of the shifted marks. Accordingly, the driver
can recognize that the marks are shifted. The marks (in
the gull-wing shape in the present embodiment) after
shifted gradually decrease in size in a direction from the
near side toward the far side of the driver, thereby ex-
pressing depth dimension.
[0061] In other words, the configuration according to
the present embodiment can shift direction information
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from a road surface, on which the direction information
is superimposed, to display the direction information with-
in a display area when a sufficient amount of information
cannot be displayed within the display area to allow the
driver to recognize the appropriate traveling direction.
[0062] In some cases, e.g., immediately before a ve-
hicle approaches the intersection, even shifting a plurality
of marks that constitute the curve information fails to dis-
play a sufficient amount of information within the display
area due to a narrow field of angle.
[0063] To handle such a case, the curve information
is preferably displayed at a position shifted outward
(roundabout curve) from an original position of the curve
information superimposed on the road surface.
[0064] That is, the plurality of marks that constitute
curve information are preferably shifted upward and to
the opposite direction (shifted up to the right in the case
of turning to the left) of the center of curvature of the curve
information (see FIGs. 14A, 14B, and 14C). FIG. 14A
represents a state immediately before a vehicle com-
pletes turning to the left. FIG. 14B represents a state
immediately after the vehicle starts turning to the left.
FIG. 14C represents a state immediately before the ve-
hicle starts turning to the left.
[0065] As can be found from FIGs. 14A, 14B, and 14C,
the curve information is deviated right or left from the
display area when viewed from the driver in the state
immediately before the vehicle starts turning to the left
to the state immediately before the vehicle completes
turning to the left. To handle such circumstances, the
curve information is displaced (shifted) upward and out-
ward, thereby displaying a sufficient amount of informa-
tion within a limited display area to allow the driver to
recognize a traveling direction.
[0066] As described above, when a road surface (here-
inafter, referred to also as a "superposition target"), on
which direction information is superimposed, is within an
angle of view of the HUD 100 as viewed from the driver,
the HUD 100 allows the driver to easily understand the
relation between the direction information and the super-
position target in an intuitive manner.
[0067] However, when the superposition target (the
road surface on which direction information is superim-
posed) is outside the angle of view of the HUD 100, the
HUD 100 shifts the direction information into the angle
of view of the HUD 100 to display the direction information
within the angle of view of the HUD 100. Thus, in display-
ing information to be superimposed on a road surface,
the HUD 100 shifts the information superimposed on a
road surface into the angle of view of the HUD 100 as
appropriate, thus displaying the information within a lim-
ited angle of view of the HUD 100.
[0068] However, the operation of "shift" (shifting) might
hamper understanding of the relation between the infor-
mation and the superimposition target.
[0069] To avoid such difficulties, the HUD 100 dynam-
ically changes the amount of shift during the process in
which the superimposition target (road surface on which

direction information is superimposed) moves from the
inside to the outside of the angle of view of the HUD 100,
thus facilitating understanding of the relation between
the direction information and the superimposition target.
Thus, dynamically changing the amount of shift can fa-
cilitate the understanding the relation between the direc-
tion information shifted and the superimposition target.
[0070] Thus, the HUD 100 according to the present
embodiment displays information within the range of the
angle of view of the HUD 100, instead of superimposing
the information on a road surface outside the angle of
view of the HUD 100, i.e., Augmented Reality (AR) dis-
play. Thus, the HUD 100 according to the present em-
bodiment can display a sufficient amount of information
to allow the driver to recognize an appropriate traveling
direction within a limited angle of view.
[0071] In the above-described cases, curve informa-
tion for turning to the left with a curvature of a substantially
right angle are described, for example. Alternatively,
curve information for turning to the right with a curvature
of a substantially right angle or curve information for turn-
ing to the left or right with a curvature of a blunt angle or
a sharp angle may be applicable.
[0072] FIG. 15 is a block diagram of a configuration
example of the image data generator 804. The image
data generator 804 includes a direction information gen-
erator 901, a curve information presence determiner 902,
a shift device 903, and an output device 904.
[0073] The direction information generator 901 gener-
ates direction information that represents a traveling di-
rection in which a vehicle is to move on based on navi-
gation information output from the external data input unit
802 and displays the generated direction information to
be superimposed on a road surface ahead of the vehicle.
Then, the direction information generator 901 outputs the
generated direction information to the curve information
presence determiner 902. More specifically, the direction
information generator 901 generates direction informa-
tion along a road surface ahead of a vehicle based on
the navigation information, such as information regarding
a route along which the vehicle is to travel, output from,
e.g., the external data input unit 802.
[0074] The curve information presence determiner 902
determines whether the direction information input in-
cludes curve information. When an affirmative determi-
nation is made, the curve information presence deter-
miner 902 outputs a notification that says "curve infor-
mation is present" and direction information to the shift
device 903. When a negative determination is made, the
curve information presence determiner 902 outputs di-
rection information to the output device 904.
[0075] The shift device 903 includes a shift determiner
903a and a shifter 903b.
[0076] The shift determiner 903a determines whether
the curve information is outside the display area upon
receiving the notification that curve information is present
and the direction information. When an affirmative deter-
mination is made, the shift determiner 903a determines
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that a shifting operation is necessary and outputs a no-
tification that "shifting is to be performed" and the direc-
tion information to the shifter 903b. When a negative de-
termination is made, the shift determiner 903a deter-
mines that the shifting operation is not necessary and
outputs the direction information to the output device 904.
[0077] The shifter 903b shifts at least some of the curve
information (at least one mark) into the display area upon
receiving the notification that a shifting operation is nec-
essary and the direction information. Then, the shifter
903b outputs the direction information including the shift-
ed curve information to the output device 904.
[0078] The output device 904 has a within-area infor-
mation extractor 904a. The within-area information ex-
tractor 904a extracts, from the input direction information,
information that falls within the display area. The output
device 904 outputs the extracted information as an image
data to the imaging unit 806.
[0079] The FPGA 600 controls the LD driver 6111 to
control the LD (the light-source device 11) while control-
ling the MEMS controller 615 to control the light deflector
15 according to the input image data, thus displaying a
virtual image according to the image data, within the dis-
play area.
[0080] The following describes an information display
process using the HUD 100, referring to FIG. 16. FIG. 16
is a flowchart of a series of computational algorithms ex-
ecuted by the FPGA 600 according to the present em-
bodiment. The information display process starts when
the electrical system of, for example, a vehicle mounted
with the HUD 100 is turned on.
[0081] In step S1, the HUD 100 generates direction
information to be superimposed on a road surface ahead
of a vehicle. More specifically, the HUD 100 generates
a sequence of a plurality of marks that constitute the di-
rection information to be superimposed on a road surface
through which a vehicle is to travel.
[0082] In step S2, the HUD 100 determines whether
the direction information superimposed on the road sur-
face includes curve information. When an affirmative de-
termination is made in step S2, the process goes to step
S3.
[0083] In step S3, the HUD 100 determines whether
the curve information superimposed on the road surface
is outside the display area. More specifically, such a de-
termination is performed based on the distance from a
vehicle to the road surface on which curve information is
superimposed or the position of the road surface (the
position along the right and left directions). For example,
when the distance from the vehicle to the road surface
of the superimposition target (the road surface on which
the curve information is superimposed) is less than a first
distance, the HUD 100 determines that the curve infor-
mation is outside the display area. When the distance
from the vehicle to the road surface of the superimposi-
tion target is greater than or equal to a second distance
that is greater than or equal to the first distance, the HUD
100 determines that the curve information is within the

display area.
[0084] Note that the distance from the vehicle to the
road surface on which the curve information is superim-
posed is obtained from, e.g., the car navigation system.
Alternatively, a range-finding device, such as a light de-
tection and ranging (LiDAR) device, a millimeter-wave
radar, a monocular camera, and a stereo camera, for use
in auto-braking and auto-steering to avoid danger may
be used to obtain such a distance when the LiDAR is
mounted on a vehicle. When an affirmative determination
is made in step S3, the process goes to step S4. When
a negative determination is made in step S3, the process
proceeds to step S5.
[0085] In step S4, the HUD 100 shifts the curve infor-
mation such that at least some (at least one mark) of the
curve information falls within the display area. When step
S4 is completed, the process proceeds to step S5.
[0086] In step S5, the HUD 100 displays, among the
direction information, the information that falls within the
display area, in the display area. More specifically, when
a negative determination is made in step S2, the HUD
100 displays some marks of the straight-ahead informa-
tion in the display area. When an affirmative determina-
tion is made in step S2 and a negative determination is
made in step S3, the HUD 100 displays all of the marks
of the curve information in the display area. When an
affirmative determination is made in step S2, an affirm-
ative determination is made in step S3, and the process
proceeds to step S4, the HUD 100 displays at least some
of the curve information (at least one mark) in the display
area.
[0087] In step S6, the HUD 100 determines whether
the process is completed. When an affirmative determi-
nation is made in step S6, the process ends. When a
negative determination is made in step S6, the process
returns to step S1.
[0088] The above-described HUD 100 according to the
present embodiment, which is mounted on a vehicle, dis-
plays information as a virtual image within a predeter-
mined display area. The HUD 100 includes a direction
information generator 901, a shift device 903, and a dis-
play system. The direction information generator 901
generates direction information that represents a
traveling direction to be followed by the vehicle to super-
impose the generated direction information on a road sur-
face ahead of the vehicle. The shift device 903 shifts at
least some of curve information that informs a driver of
a traveling direction to take a curve, to be displayed within
the display area when the direction information includes
the curve information and the curve information is outside
the display area. The display system includes the FPGA
600, the optical scanning device 10, the screen 30, and
the concave mirror 40 to display, as the virtual image,
information that falls within the display area, in the display
area among the direction information.
[0089] This configuration allows at least some of the
curve information to be displayed within the display area
when the direction information includes the curve infor-
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mation.
[0090] That is, the HUD 100 according to the present
embodiment can reliably display at least some of the
curve information within the display area.
[0091] The direction of shift (shift direction) of the curve
information preferably includes a component of an up-
ward direction. This is because curve information super-
imposed on a road surface is preferably shifted upward
to some extent to allow the curve information to fall within
the display area (see FIGs. 12 and 13).
[0092] Preferably, the shift device 903 increases in
amount of upward shift as the distance from the vehicle
to the road surface as the superimposition target de-
creases.
[0093] This configuration can reliably shift the curve
information into within the angle of view of the HUD 100
(see FIGs. 12 and 13).
[0094] Alternatively, in some embodiments, the
amount of upward shift may be uniform over the entire
curve information.
[0095] Further, the direction of shift (shift direction) of
the curve information preferably further includes a com-
ponent of a direction away from the center of curvature
of the curve information.
[0096] This configuration can sufficiently display the
curve information within the display area.
[0097] Preferably, the shift device 903 increases in the
amount of shift in the above-described direction away
from the center of curvature of the curve information as
the curvature of the curve information increases.
[0098] This configuration can sufficiently display the
curve information within the display area.
[0099] Preferably, the shift device 903 determines
whether the curve information is outside the display area
based on the distance from a vehicle to a road surface
on which the curve information is superimposed. Note
that, the curve information is more likely to be outside
the display area as the distance decreases.
[0100] This configuration can relatively facilitate deter-
mining whether the curve information is outside the dis-
play area.
[0101] Preferably, the shift device 903 determines
whether the curve information is outside the display area
based on the curvature of the curve information. Such a
determination can be performed by, e.g., the shift deter-
miner 903a. Note that, the curve information is more likely
to be outside the display area as the curvature of the
curve information increases.
[0102] This configuration can relatively facilitate deter-
mining whether the curve information is outside the dis-
play area.
[0103] The direction information superimposed on a
road surface ahead of a vehicle is a sequence of a plu-
rality of marks. When the direction information includes
curve information, at least two of the plurality of marks
constitute the curve information. In shifting the curve in-
formation, the shift device 903 preferably shifts at least
two marks of the curve information in order of decreasing

distance between a superimposed position on the road
surface and the vehicle, to the inside of the display area.
[0104] This configuration allows the driver to easily un-
derstand the relation of a mark before shifting and a shift-
ed mark in an intuitive manner, thus reducing the driver’s
feeling of strangeness about shifted curve information.
[0105] Alternatively, in some embodiments, the shift
device 903 may shift the above-described at least two
marks in order of increasing distance between a road
surface on which a mark is superimposed and a vehicle.
Alternatively, in some embodiments, the shift device 903
may shift the above-described at least two marks into
within the display area at the same time.
[0106] The above-described at least two marks pref-
erably change in shape before and after shifting.
[0107] This configuration can facilitates distinguishing
between a mark superimposed on a road surface before
shifting and the mark shifted away from the road surface.
[0108] Alternatively, in some embodiments, the above-
described at least two marks may have a shape in com-
mon before and after shifting. In this case, the above-
described at least two marks may differ in size before
and after shifting.
[0109] Alternatively, in some embodiments, the above-
described two marks shifted by the shift device preferably
decrease in size in order of increasing distance between
a superimposed position on the road surface and the
vehicle, in a gradual manner.
[0110] This configuration can express the depth di-
mension for the above-described at least two marks, al-
lowing the driver to easily recognize the curve information
shifted by the shift device 903.
[0111] Preferably, when the direction information fur-
ther includes straight-ahead information that forms a se-
quence between the straight-ahead information and the
curve information, the shift device 903 shifts the curve
information such that the sequence between the curve
information and the straight-ahead information is main-
tained.
[0112] This configuration can maintain the sequence
of the direction information, preventing the driver from
being confused due to difficulty in understanding the di-
rection information.
[0113] Preferably, the direction information is generat-
ed by the image data generator 804 based on information
from a device having a global positioning system (GPS),
such as a car navigation device. Examples of the device
having the GPS may include, for example, a terminal
having the GPS, such as a smartphone or a tablet per-
sonal computer (PC), in addition to the car navigation
device.
[0114] In this configuration, the direction information is
generated based on information, such as information re-
garding a route from a departure place to a destination
to be traveled by a vehicle, obtained from the device hav-
ing the GPS. Thus, the reliability of the direction informa-
tion can be maintained.
[0115] Alternatively, in some embodiments, the direc-
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tion information may represent a traveling direction to be
followed by a vehicle in automated driving.
[0116] This configuration can display information that
gives a traveling direction to be followed to a passenger
in a vehicle.
[0117] The display device includes an image-light gen-
erator and the concave mirror 40 as an optical system.
The image-light generator includes the optical scanning
device 10 and the screen 30 to generate image light ac-
cording to the above-described input information. The
concave mirror 40 guides the generated image light to
the front windshield 50 as a transmission and reflection
member.
[0118] Further, a vehicle device including the HUD 100
and a vehicle, such as a car, on which the HUD 100 is
mounted, can reliably instruct a driver of the vehicle in
an appropriate traveling direction to be followed, thus pre-
venting mistaking the traveling direction.
[0119] When the vehicle device further includes a de-
vice having the GPS to provide information to the HUD
100 mounted on a vehicle, the direction information (at
least one or both of the straight-ahead information and
the curve information) can be accurately superimposed
on a road surface ahead of the vehicle. Further, the di-
rection information can be accurately displayed within
the display area.
[0120] An information display method according to the
present embodiment includes generating direction infor-
mation representing a traveling direction to be followed
by a vehicle to superimpose the direction information on
a road surface ahead of the vehicle; determining whether
curve information is outside a display area when the di-
rection information includes the curve information; shift-
ing the curve information to make at least some of the
curve information fall within the display area when an
affirmative determination is made in the determining; and
displaying the direction information in a part that falls with-
in the display area, as a virtual image within the display
area.
[0121] This configuration allows at least some of the
curve information to be displayed within the display area
when the direction information includes the curve infor-
mation.
[0122] That is, the HUD 100 according to the present
embodiment can reliably display at least some of the
curve information within the display area.
[0123] In the above-described embodiment, the output
device 904 of the image data generator 804 includes the
within-area information extractor 904a. Instead of this
configuration, the imaging unit 806 may further include
a controller 8060 that includes the within-area information
extractor 806a as illustrated in FIG. 17 as a variation. In
such a configuration of FIG. 17, the output device 905 of
the image data generator 804 outputs the entire direction
information to the controller 8060 of the imaging unit 806.
Then, the within-area information extractor 806a of the
controller 8060 extracts information to fall within the dis-
play area, from the entire direction information.

[0124] However, the within-area information extractors
904a and 806a may not be included in the configurations
in FIGs. 15 and 17, respectively. This is because shifting
some of the direction information superimposed on a
road surface that is present outside the display area such
that the some of the direction information is positioned
within the display area allows imaging some of the direc-
tion information in the image area 30a and the remaining
direction information in the marginal area 30b. This can
be achieved even if the imaging unit 806 images the en-
tire direction information in the screen 30. Thus, the some
of the direction information can be displayed within the
display area and the remaining is not displayed within
the display area.
[0125] The HUD 100 according to the variation, which
is mounted on a vehicle, includes a direction information
generator 901, a shift device 903, and a display system.
The direction information generator 901 generates direc-
tion information that represents a traveling direction to
be followed by the vehicle to superimpose the generated
direction information on a road surface ahead of the ve-
hicle. The shift device 903 shifts at least some of curve
information that informs a driver of a traveling direction
to take a curve, to be displayed within the display area
when the direction information includes the curve infor-
mation and the curve information is outside the display
area. The display system includes the FPGA 600, the
optical scanning device 10, the screen 30, and the con-
cave mirror 40 to display, as the virtual image, information
that falls within the display area, in the display area
among the direction information.
[0126] This configuration allows at least some of the
curve information to be displayed within the display area
when the direction information includes the curve infor-
mation.
[0127] That is, the HUD 100 according to the variation
can reliably display at least some of the curve information
within the display area.
[0128] In the above-described embodiment, cases in
which the direction information includes the curve infor-
mation are described. However, in some embodiments,
cases in which the direction information includes, for ex-
ample, downhill information or uphill information, are also
within the present disclosure. That is, in some embodi-
ments, the curve information may be substituted by
"downhill information", "uphill information", "information
including curve information and downhill information
(curved downward slope information)", and "information
including curve information and uphill information
(curved upward slope information)". The same as in the
above-described embodiment applies to those cases as
well.
[0129] In the present embodiment, the curve informa-
tion, the uphill information, the downhill information, the
information including curve information and uphill infor-
mation, and the information including curve information
and uphill information are all information regarding a
change in traveling direction, which is thus referred to as
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"direction-change information".
[0130] The following describes an example in which
there is a downward slope ahead of a vehicle, referring
to FIGs. 18A, 18B, 19A, and 19B. In the present example,
the downward slope refers to a straight downward slope
for the sake of simplification.
[0131] With the downward slope ahead of the vehicle,
at least some marks M1 through M6 (substantially all
marks in the present example) of a plurality of marks (for
example six marks in the present example) superim-
posed on a slope area of a road surface (referred to also
as a road-surface slope area) are positioned below the
display area, thus failing to fall within the display area
(see FIGs. 18A and 18B). In this case, the at least some
marks M1 through M6 are included in a sequence of a
plurality of marks that constitutes direction information.
[0132] To handle such circumstances, the six marks
M1 through M6 superimposed on the road-surface slope
area are shifted upward in a gentle curve or a straight
line to be positioned within the display area. Further, the
shapes of the marks M1 through M6 are changed from,
for example, a circle to a gull-wing shape to obtain shifted
marks M1s through M6s (see FIGs 18A and 18B). The
shifted marks M1s through M6s displayed within the dis-
play area allows the driver to recognize the direction of
slope (downward in the present example) of the slope
area of the road surface in advance. Accordingly, the
driver can perform a necessary driving operation, for ex-
ample, reduce the speed in preparation for the slope
(downward slope in the present example).
[0133] FIG. 18B represents a steeper road-surface
slope area than FIG. 18A does. Accordingly, the vertical
distance between each position in the road-surface and
the display area increases in FIG. 18B, and thereby the
amount of shift of the six marks M1 through M6 increases.
[0134] FIG. 19A is a front view of a road surface of a
downward slope and a display area as viewed from a
driver’s seat according to an example. FIG. 19B is a front
view of a road surface of a downward slope and a display
area as viewed from a driver’s seat according to a com-
parative example.
[0135] In FIG. 19A as an example, a large number of
marks in a gull-wing shape are arranged in a depth di-
rection of the drawing sheet within the display area to
represent the direction of slope (downward slope in the
present example) of the slope area of the road surface,
thereby allowing the driver to recognize the direction of
slope of the slope area.
[0136] In FIG. 19B as a comparative example, a small
number of marks in a circle are arranged in a depth di-
rection of the drawing sheet within the display area. In
this case, it is difficult for the driver to recognize the di-
rection of slope of the slope area.
[0137] Note that, in both FIG. 19A and FIG. 19B, the
marks displayed within the display area decrease in size
in a direction from a far side to a near side of the driver,
thereby expressing the depth dimension (a sense of per-
spective).

[0138] The following describes another example in
which there is an upward slope ahead of a vehicle, re-
ferring to FIGs. 20A, 20B, 21A, and 21B. In the present
example, the upward slope refers to a straight upward
slope for the sake of simplification.
[0139] With the upward slope ahead of the vehicle, at
least some (substantially all marks in the present exam-
ple) of a sequence of a plurality of marks M1 through
M10 (for example ten marks in the present example) that
constitutes a direction information are positioned above
the display area, thus failing to fall within the display area
(see FIGs. 20A and 20B). In the marks M1 through M10,
marks (for example six marks M5 through M10) are su-
perimposed on the slope area of the road surface, and
the remaining marks (for example four marks M1 through
M4) are superimposed on a flat area that extends from
the slope area of the road surface to a position farther
than the slope area as viewed from the vehicle.
[0140] To handle such circumstances, the ten marks
M1 through M10 are shifted downward in a gentle curve
or a straight line such that four marks M7 through M10
are positioned within the display area. Further, the
shapes of the ten marks M1 through M10 are changed
from, for example, a circle to a gull-wing shape to obtain
shifted marks M1s through M10s. The shifted marks M7s
through M10s displayed within the display area allow the
driver to recognize the sloping direction (upward slope
in the present example) of the slope area of the road
surface in advance. Accordingly, the driver can perform
a necessary driving operation, for example, increase or
reduce the speed in preparation for the slope (upward
slope in the present example) the driver is coming to trav-
el through.
[0141] FIG. 20B represents a steeper slope area of the
road surface than FIG. 20A does. Accordingly, the verti-
cal distance between each position in the road surface
and the display area increases in FIG. 20B, and thereby
the amount of shift of the ten marks M1 through M10
preferably increases.
[0142] In the examples of FIGs. 20A and 20B, all of
the ten marks M1 through M10 are shifted downward.
However, in some embodiments, for example, only six
marks M5 through M10, only five marks M6 through M10,
or only four marks M7 through M10 superimposed on the
slope area of the road surface may be shifted downward.
[0143] FIG. 21A is a front view of a road surface of a
upward slope and a display area as viewed from a driver’s
seat according to an example. FIG. 21B is a front view
of a road surface of a upward slope and a display area
as viewed from a driver’s seat according to a comparative
example.
[0144] In FIG. 21A as an example, a large number of
marks in a gull-wing shape are arranged in a depth di-
rection of the drawing sheet within the display area to
represent the direction of slope (upward slope in the
present example) of the slope area of the road surface,
thereby allowing the driver to recognize the direction of
slope of the slope area.
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[0145] In FIG. 21B as a comparative example, a small
number of marks in a circle are arranged in a depth di-
rection of the drawing sheet within the display area. In
this case, it is difficult for the driver to recognize the di-
rection of slope of the slope area.
[0146] In FIG. 21A, the marks displayed within the dis-
play area decrease in size in a direction from the near
side to the far side of the driver to represent the depth
dimension (a sense of perspective), thereby allowing the
driver to easily recognize the direction of slope of the
slope area of the road surface.
[0147] As can be understood from the above descrip-
tion, the HUD 100 preferably controls the direction of shift
or the amount of shift of direction-change information
based on the distance from a vehicle to a road surface
on which the direction-change information is superim-
posed, the travel direction to be changed, such as right,
left, upward, downward, upward to the right, downward
to the right, upward to the left, and downward to the left
when the direction information includes any direction-
change information.
[0148] When the direction-change information in-
cludes only the curve information, for example, the HUD
100 preferably controls the amount of shift of the direc-
tion-change information based on the distance from a
vehicle to a road surface on which the direction-change
information is superimposed, with the direction of shift of
the direction-change information being upward.
[0149] When the direction-change information in-
cludes only the downhill information, the HUD 100 pref-
erably controls the amount of shift of the direction-change
information based on the degree of slope of the road
surface, with the direction of shift of the direction-change
information being upward.
[0150] When the direction-change information in-
cludes only the uphill information, the HUD 100 prefera-
bly controls the amount of shift of the direction-change
information based on the degree of slope of the road
surface, with the direction of shift of the direction-change
information being downward.
[0151] When the direction-change information in-
cludes the curve information and the downhill information
(information regarding curved downward slope), for ex-
ample, the HUD 100 preferably controls the amount of
shift of the direction-change information based on the
distance from a vehicle to a road surface on which the
direction-change information is superimposed and the
degree of slope of the road surface, with the direction of
shift of the direction-change information being upward.
[0152] When the direction-change information in-
cludes the curve information and the uphill information
(information regarding curved upward slope), for exam-
ple, the HUD 100 preferably controls the amount of shift
and the direction of shift of the direction-change informa-
tion based on the distance from a vehicle to a road surface
on which the direction-change information is superim-
posed and the degree of slope of the road surface.
[0153] As described above, the marks superimposed

on the downward slope are more likely to fall outside the
angle of view (display area) of the HUD 10. Even when
the marks fall within the angle of view, a plurality of marks
are gathered within a narrow area or marks in far posi-
tions are geometrically displayed to look too small for the
driver (see FIG. 19B).
[0154] In the above-described example, the marks su-
perimposed on the downward slope are shifted upward
to draw an appropriate shape, for example, a gentle
downward slope shape, to be appropriately drawn within
the angle of view, thereby facilitating the recognition of
the number of marks and the size thereof (see FIGs. 18A,
18B, and 19A).
[0155] The marks superimposed on the upward slope
are more likely to fall outside the angle of view (display
area) of the HUD 100. Even when the marks fall within
the angle of view, a small number of marks fall within the
angle of view (see FIG. 21B).
[0156] In the above-described example, the marks su-
perimposed on the upward slope are shifted downward
to draw an appropriate shape, for example, a gentle up-
ward slope or a flat shape, to be appropriately drawn
within the angle of view, thereby facilitating the recogni-
tion of the number of marks and the size thereof (see
FIGs. 20A, 20B, and 21A).
[0157] The above-described HUD 100 according to the
present embodiment, variation, and examples which is
mounted on a vehicle, displays information as a virtual
image within a predetermined display area. The HUD
100 includes a direction information generator 901, a shift
device 903, and a display system. The direction informa-
tion generator 901 generates direction information that
represents a traveling direction to be followed by the ve-
hicle to superimpose the generated direction information
on a road surface ahead of the vehicle. The shift device
903 shifts at least some of direction-change information
that informs a driver of a traveling direction to be changed,
to be displayed within the display area when the direction
information includes the direction-change information
and the direction-change information is outside the dis-
play area. The display system displays, as the virtual
image, the direction information within the display area.
[0158] This configuration allows at least some of direc-
tion-change information to be displayed within the display
area when the direction information includes the direc-
tion-change information.
[0159] The HUD 100 according to the above-described
embodiment, variation, and example of the present dis-
closure can reliably display at least some of direction-
change information within the display area.
[0160] Preferably, the shift device 903 controls the di-
rection of shift of the direction-change information based
on the traveling direction to be changed of the direction-
change information.
[0161] Further, the direction of shift of direction-change
information includes a component of an upward direction
(an upward component) when the direction-change in-
formation includes at least one of the curve information
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and the downhill information.
[0162] When the direction-change information in-
cludes at least one of the curve information and the uphill
information, the direction of shift of the direction-change
information includes a component of the upward direction
(upward component) or the downward direction (down-
ward component). When the direction-change informa-
tion includes the curve information and the uphill infor-
mation, the direction of shift of the direction-change in-
formation includes a component of the upward direction
or the downward direction for each constituent element
(for example, for each mark) of the direction-change in-
formation based on the comparison between the amount
of shift in the upward direction for the curve information
and the amount of shift in the downward direction for the
uphill information.
[0163] Further, the direction of shift of direction-change
information preferably further includes a component of a
direction away from the center of curvature of curve in-
formation when the direction-change information in-
cludes the curve information.
[0164] Preferably, the shift device 903 preferably con-
trols the amount of shift of the direction-change informa-
tion based on at least one of the distance from a vehicle
to a road surface on which the direction-change informa-
tion is superimposed, the degree of slope of the road
surface, and the degree of curve (curvature) of the road
surface.
[0165] Preferably, the shift device 903 determines
whether direction-change information is outside the dis-
play area based on at least one of the distance from a
vehicle to a road surface on which the direction-change
information is superimposed, the degree of slope of the
road surface, and the degree of curve (curvature) of the
road surface.
[0166] An information display method according to the
above-described embodiment, variation, and example of
the present disclosure includes generating direction in-
formation representing a traveling direction to be traveled
by a vehicle to superimpose the direction information on
a road surface ahead of the vehicle; determining whether
direction-change information is outside a display area
when the direction information includes the direction-
change information; shifting the curve information to
make at least some of the direction-change information
fall within the display area when an affirmative determi-
nation is made in the determining; and displaying the
direction information in a part that falls within the display
area, as a virtual image within the display area.
[0167] This configuration allows at least some of direc-
tion-change information to be displayed within the display
area when the direction information includes the direc-
tion-change information.
[0168] The information display method according to
the above-described embodiment, variation, and exam-
ple of the present disclosure can reliably display at least
some of direction-change information within the display
area.

[0169] In the above-described embodiment, variation,
and example of the present disclosure, a sequence of a
plurality of marks is used as the direction information. In
some embodiments, one mark may be used as the di-
rection information. As a single mark for use in the direc-
tion information, a mark may be, for example, a straight
line that represents the straight-ahead information may
be used. Alternatively, a mark may be a curve line or a
broken line that represents the curve information, the
downhill information, the uphill information, the curved
downward (slope) information, and the curved upward
(slope) information may be used. In such a case, an arrow
may be given to the tip of the mark to clarify a traveling
direction. Alternatively, the mark may gradually change
in thickness with distance between the vehicle and the
road surface as the superposition target to express a
sense of perspective.
[0170] The plurality of marks may have any shape,
such as a polygon shape, other than a circle shape and
a gull-wing shape.
[0171] In the above-described embodiment, variation,
and example of the present disclosure, the optical system
is the concave mirror 40. However, the prevent disclosure
is not limited thereto. The optical system may be, for ex-
ample, a convex mirror, or may include a curved mirror
(a concave mirror or a convex mirror) and a mirror dis-
posed between the curved mirror and the screen 30.
[0172] In the above-described embodiment, variation,
and example of the present disclosure, the optical scan-
ning device includes the scanning mirror 20, but may not
include the scanning mirror 20.
[0173] In the above-described embodiment, variation,
and example of the present disclosure, a laser diodes
(LD), such as an end-surface emitting laser, is used as
the light-source device 11. Alternatively, other types of
light source, such as vertical-cavity surface-emitting la-
sers (VCSEL), may be used.
[0174] In the above-described embodiment, variation,
and example of the present disclosure, the HUD 100 is
configured to correspond to a color image. However, the
HUD 100 may be configured to correspond to a mono-
chrome image.
[0175] Moreover, the transmission and reflection
member is not limited to a front windshield (front window)
of a vehicle, and may be, for example, a side windshield
or a rear windshield. That is, the transmission and reflec-
tion member is preferably a window member (windshield)
that is mounted on a vehicle for a viewer to visually iden-
tify the outside of the vehicle.
[0176] In the above-described embodiment, variation,
and example, cases in which the HUD 100 is mounted
on a vehicle were described. However, no limitation is
indicated thereby, and variations may be made as long
as the HUD 100 is mounted on a vehicle that travels on
a road surface. For example, the vehicle used in a vehicle
device VD according to the present disclosure is not lim-
ited to a four-wheeled vehicle, and may be a motorcycle
or an auto tricycle. In this case, a windshield or a combiner
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is preferably mounted on a vehicle as the transmission
and reflection member. Examples of a power source of
a vehicle include, for example, an engine, a motor, and
the combination thereof.

Claims

1. A head-up display, short "HUD", (100) mounted on
a vehicle, comprising:

a direction-information generator (901) to gen-
erate direction information to be virtually super-
imposed on a road surface ahead of the vehicle,
the direction information representing a direc-
tion of travel to be followed by the vehicle; and
a display system (10, 30, and 40) to display the
direction information within the display area as
a virtual image;
characterised by a shift device (903) config-
ured to, when the direction information includes
direction-change information that falls outside a
display area, the direction-change information
representing a change in the direction of travel,
shift at least some of the direction-change infor-
mation into the display area; and
wherein the shift device (903) is configured to
control a shift direction of the direction-change
information based on the direction of travel to
be changed of the direction-change information
and the shift direction includes an upward or
downward component.

2. The HUD (100) according to claim 1,
wherein the shift direction of the direction-change
information includes at least one of curve information
and downhill information, wherein the shift direction
includes an upward component.

3. The HUD (100) according to claim 1,
wherein the direction-change information includes
at least one of curve information and uphill informa-
tion, and
wherein the shift direction includes one of an upward
component and a downward component.

4. The HUD (100) according to any of claims 1 through
3,
wherein the direction-change information includes
curve information, and
wherein the shift direction includes a component of
a direction away from a center of curvature of a curve
defined by the curve information.

5. The HUD (100) according to any of claims 1 through
4,
wherein the shift device (903) is configured to control
an amount of shift of the direction-change informa-

tion based on at least one of a distance from the
vehicle to the road surface on which the direction-
change information is superimposed, a degree of
slope of the road surface, and a curvature of the road
surface.

6. The HUD (100) according to any claims 1 through 5,
wherein the shift device (903) determines whether
the direction-change information is outside the dis-
play area based on at least one of a distance from
the vehicle to the road surface on which the direction-
change information is superimposed, a degree of
slope of the road surface, and a curvature of the road
surface.

7. The HUD (100) according to any of claims 1 through
6,
wherein the direction information superimposed on
the road surface is a sequence of a plurality of marks
that includes at least two marks, and
wherein the shift device (903) is configured to shift
the at least two marks into the display area in order
of decreasing distance from a superimposed posi-
tion on the road surface to the vehicle.

8. The HUD (100) according to claim 7,
wherein the shift device (903) is configured such that
at least two marks change in shape before and after
shifting of the shift device (903).

9. The HUD (100) according to claim 7 or 8,
wherein the shift device (903) is configured such that
the at least two marks shifted by the shift device (903)
gradually decrease in size in order of increasing dis-
tance from the superimposed position on the road
surface to the vehicle.

10. The HUD (100) according to any of claims 1 through
9,
wherein, when the direction information further in-
cludes straight-ahead information that forms a se-
quence between the direction-change information
and the straight-ahead information, the shift device
(903) is configured to shift the direction-change in-
formation to maintain the sequence between the di-
rection-change information and the straight-ahead
information.

11. The HUD (100) according to any of claims 1 through
10,
wherein the direction-information generator (901) is
configured to generate the direction information
based on information output from a global positioning
system (GPS) device.

12. The HUD (100) according to any of claims 1 through
12,
wherein the direction information represents a direc-
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tion of travel to be followed by the vehicle in an au-
tomated driving.

13. The HUD (100) according to any of claims 1 through
12,
wherein the display system (10, 30, and 40)includes:

an image-light generator (10 and 30) configured
to generate image light according to information
received by the image-light generator (10 and
30); and
an optical system (40) configured to guide the
image light generated by the image-light gener-
ator (10 and 30) to a transmission and reflection
member (50).

14. A vehicle device (VD) comprising:

the HUD (100) according to claim 1; and
the vehicle).

Patentansprüche

1. Überkopfanzeige (100), kurz "HUD", die an einem
Fahrzeug montiert ist, umfassend:

eine Erzeugungsvorrichtung (901) für Rich-
tungsinformationen, um Richtungsinformatio-
nen zu erzeugen, die auf eine Straßenoberflä-
che vor dem Fahrzeug virtuell überlagert wer-
den sollen, wobei die Richtungsinformationen
eine Fahrtrichtung darstellen, der das Fahrzeug
folgen soll; und
ein Anzeigesystem (10, 30 und 40), um die Rich-
tungsinformationen innerhalb des Anzeigebe-
reichs als ein virtuelles Bild anzuzeigen;
gekennzeichnet durch eine Verlagerungsvor-
richtung (903), die, wenn die Richtungsinforma-
tionen Richtungsänderungsinformationen ent-
halten, die außerhalb des Anzeigebereichs fal-
len, wobei die Richtungsänderungsinformatio-
nen eine Änderung in der Fahrtrichtung darstel-
len, konfiguriert ist, um wenigstens einige der
Richtungsänderungsinformationen in den An-
zeigebereich zu verlagern; und
wobei die Verlagerungsvorrichtung (903) konfi-
guriert ist, um eine Verlagerungsrichtung der
Richtungsänderungsinformationen auf Grund-
lage der Fahrtrichtung, die aufgrund der Rich-
tungsänderungsinformationen geändert wer-
den soll, zu steuern, und die Verlagerungsrich-
tung eine nach oben gerichtete oder nach unten
gerichtete Komponente enthält.

2. HUD (100) nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Verlagerungsrichtung der Richtungsände-
rungsinformationen wenigstens eine von Kurvenin-

formationen und Gefälleinformationen enthält, wo-
bei die Verlagerungsrichtung eine nach oben gerich-
tete Komponente enthält.

3. HUD (100) nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Richtungsänderungsinformationen we-
nigstens eine von Kurveninformationen und Stei-
gungsinformationen enthält und
wobei die Verlagerungsrichtung eine einer nach
oben gerichteten Komponente und einer nach unten
gerichteten Komponente enthält.

4. HUD (100) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis ein-
schließlich 3,
wobei die Richtungsänderungsinformationen Kurve-
ninformationen enthalten und
wobei die Verlagerungsrichtung eine Komponente
einer Richtung enthält, die von einer Krümmungs-
mitte einer Kurve entfernt ist, die durch die Kurven-
informationen definiert wird.

5. HUD (100) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis ein-
schließlich 4,
wobei die Verlagerungsvorrichtung (903) konfigu-
riert ist, um eine Verlagerungsmenge der Richtungs-
änderungsinformationen auf Grundlage wenigstens
eines von einem Abstand des Fahrzeugs zu der Stra-
ßenoberfläche, auf der die Richtungsänderungsin-
formationen überlagert sind, einem Neigungsgrad
der Straßenoberfläche und einer Krümmung der
Straßenoberfläche zu steuern.

6. HUD (100) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis ein-
schließlich 5,
wobei die Verlagerungsvorrichtung (903) auf Grund-
lage wenigstens eines von einem Abstand des Fahr-
zeugs zu der Straßenoberfläche, auf der die Rich-
tungsänderungsinformationen überlagert sind, ei-
nem Neigungsgrad der Straßenoberfläche und einer
Krümmung der Straßenoberfläche bestimmt, ob die
Richtungsänderungsinformationen außerhalb des
Anzeigebereichs liegen.

7. HUD (100) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis ein-
schließlich 6,
wobei die Richtungsinformationen, die auf der Stra-
ßenoberfläche überlagert sind, eine Folge von einer
Vielzahl von Markierungen sind, die wenigstens zwei
Markierungen enthält, und
wobei die Verlagerungsvorrichtung (903) konfigu-
riert ist, um die wenigstens zwei Markierungen in den
Anzeigebereich in einer Reihenfolge eines abneh-
menden Abstands von einer überlagerten Position
auf der Straßenoberfläche zu dem Fahrzeug zu ver-
lagern.

8. HUD (100) nach Anspruch 7,
wobei die Verlagerungsvorrichtung (903) konfigu-
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riert ist, sodass sich die wenigstens zwei Markierun-
gen vor und nach der Verlagerung der Verlagerungs-
vorrichtung (903) in der Form ändern.

9. HUD (100) nach Anspruch 7 oder 8,
wobei die Verlagerungsvorrichtung (903) konfigu-
riert ist, sodass die wenigstens zwei durch die Ver-
lagerungsvorrichtung (903) verlagerten Markierun-
gen in einer Reihenfolge eines zunehmenden Ab-
stands von der überlagerten Position auf der Strau-
ßenoberfläche zu dem Fahrzeug allmählich in der
Größe abnehmen.

10. HUD (100) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis ein-
schließlich 9,
wobei, wenn die Richtungsinformationen ferner Ge-
radeausinformationen enthalten, die eine Folge zwi-
schen Richtungsänderungsinformationen und Gera-
deausinformationen ausbilden, die Verlagerungs-
vorrichtung (903) konfiguriert ist, um die Richtungs-
änderungsinformationen zu verlagern, um die Folge
zwischen Richtungsänderungsinformationen und
den Geradeausinformationen beizubehalten.

11. HUD (100) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis ein-
schließlich 10,
wobei die Erzeugungsvorrichtung (901) für Rich-
tungsinformationen konfiguriert ist, um die Rich-
tungsinformationen auf Grundlage einer Informati-
onsausgabe einer globalen Positionierungssystem-
vorrichtung (GPS-Vorrichtung) zu erzeugen.

12. HUD (100) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis ein-
schließlich 12,
wobei die Richtungsinformationen eine Fahrtrich-
tung darstellen, die das Fahrzeug bei einem auto-
matisierten Fahren folgen soll.

13. HUD (100) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis ein-
schließlich 12,
wobei das Anzeigesystem (10, 30 und 40) enthält:

eine Erzeugungsvorrichtung (10 und 30) für Ab-
bildungslicht, die konfiguriert ist, um Abbil-
dungslicht gemäß Informationen zu erzeugen,
die durch die Erzeugungsvorrichtung (10 und
30) für Abbildungslicht empfangen werden; und
ein optisches System (40), das konfiguriert ist,
um das Abbildungslicht, das durch die Erzeu-
gungsvorrichtung (10 und 30) für Abbildungs-
licht erzeugt wird, zu einem Übertragungs- und
Reflexionselement (50) zu führen.

14. Fahrzeugvorrichtung (VD), umfassend:

die HUD (100) nach Anspruch 1; und
das Fahrzeug).

Revendications

1. Affichage tête haute, abrégé en « HUD », (100) mon-
té sur un véhicule, comprenant :

un générateur d’informations de direction (901)
pour générer des informations de direction des-
tinées à être virtuellement superposées sur une
surface de route devant le véhicule, les informa-
tions de direction représentant une direction de
déplacement destinée à être suivie par le
véhicule ; et
un système d’affichage (10, 30, et 40) pour af-
ficher les informations de direction à l’intérieur
de la zone d’affichage sous forme d’image
virtuelle ;
caractérisé par un dispositif de transposition
(903) configuré pour, lorsque les informations
de direction incluent des informations de chan-
gement de direction qui sont en dehors d’une
zone d’affichage, les informations de change-
ment de direction représentant un changement
de la direction de déplacement, transposer au
moins certaines des informations de change-
ment de direction dans la zone d’affichage ; et
dans lequel le dispositif de transposition (903)
est configuré pour commander une direction de
transposition des informations de changement
de direction sur la base de la direction de dépla-
cement destinée à être changée des informa-
tions de changement de direction et la direction
de transposition inclut un composant ascendant
ou descendant.

2. HUD (100) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la direction de transposition des infor-
mations de changement de direction inclut des in-
formations de virage et/ou des informations de des-
cente, dans lequel la direction de transposition inclut
un composant ascendant.

3. HUD (100) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel les informations de changement de di-
rection incluent des informations de virage et/ou des
informations de montée, et
dans lequel la direction de transposition inclut un
composant ascendant ou un composant descen-
dant.

4. HUD (100) selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 3,
dans lequel les informations de changement de di-
rection incluent des informations de virage, et
dans lequel la direction de transposition inclut un
composant d’une direction à l’opposé d’un centre de
courbure d’un virage défini par les informations de
virage.
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5. HUD (100) selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 4,
dans lequel le dispositif de transposition (903) est
configuré pour commander une quantité de transpo-
sition des informations de changement de direction
sur la base d’une distance depuis le véhicule jusqu’à
la surface de route sur laquelle les informations de
changement de direction sont superposées, et/ou
d’un degré de pente de la surface de route, et/ou
d’une courbure de la surface de route.

6. HUD (100) selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 5,
dans lequel le dispositif de transposition (903) dé-
termine si les informations de changement de direc-
tion sont en dehors de la zone d’affichage sur la base
d’une distance depuis le véhicule jusqu’à la surface
de route sur laquelle les informations de changement
de direction sont superposées, et/ou d’un degré de
pente de la surface de route, et/ou d’une courbure
de la surface de route.

7. HUD (100) selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 6,
dans lequel les informations de direction superpo-
sées sur la surface de route est une séquence d’une
pluralité de marques qui inclut au moins deux mar-
ques, et
dans lequel le dispositif de transposition (903) est
configuré pour transposer les au moins deux mar-
ques dans la zone d’affichage en ordre de distance
décroissante depuis une position superposée sur la
surface de route jusqu’au véhicule.

8. HUD (100) selon la revendication 7,
dans lequel le dispositif de transposition (903) est
configuré de telle sorte que deux marques ou plus
changent de forme avant et après la transposition
du dispositif de transposition (903).

9. HUD (100) selon la revendication 7 ou 8,
dans lequel le dispositif de transposition (903) est
configuré de telle sorte que les deux marques ou
plus transposées par le dispositif de transposition
(903) diminuent progressivement en taille en ordre
de distance croissante depuis la position superpo-
sée sur la surface de route jusqu’au véhicule.

10. HUD (100) selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 9,
dans lequel, lorsque les informations de direction in-
cluent en outre des informations droit-devant qui for-
ment une séquence entre les informations de chan-
gement de direction et les informations droit-devant,
le dispositif de transposition (903) est configuré pour
transposer les informations de changement de di-
rection pour maintenir la séquence entre les infor-
mations de changement de direction et les informa-

tions droit-devant.

11. HUD (100) selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 10,
dans lequel la générateur d’informations de direction
(901) est configuré pour générer les informations de
direction sur la base d’information produites en sortie
à partir d’un disposition de géolocalisation (GPS).

12. HUD (100) selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 12,
dans lequel les informations de direction représen-
tent une direction de déplacement destinée à être
suivie par le véhicule en conduite autonome.

13. HUD (100) selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 12,
dans lequel le système d’affichage (10, 30, et 40)
inclut :

un générateur de lumière d’image (10 et 30) con-
figuré pour générer de la lumière d’image selon
des informations reçues par le générateur de
lumière d’image (10 et 30) ; et
un système optique (40) configuré pour guider
la lumière d’image générée par le générateur de
lumière d’image (10 et 30) vers un élément de
transmission et de réflexion (50).

14. Dispositif de véhicule dispositif (VD), comprenant :

le HUD (100) selon la revendication 1 ;
et le véhicule).
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